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OF BRAiN'MECHANISMS

IN MOTIVATION AND EMOTION

, A. Introdliction
~

-.: ..

The recent revolution in psychology has,readmitted cognition and
consciousness as legitimate areas of scientific investigation. The study
,of cognitive pr()cessesllas made rapid strides, by' taking a~its model
brain,mechanisms assumed to ,be simillir to thos.~ of the digCtal computer (Miller, Galan'ter, and ,Pribram, 1960) and by: utilizing reactiontime data investigations of memory for verbally. coded' materials. The
and ~elf-regulation precurrently projected volumes on consciousness
.
suppose that equally effective, strides can b~ ma,de, in our research on,
~ndunderstandingof,consciousness.Th~~itle"ofthe series, in fact,'
s~ggeststhatdata o~ self-regulation, u'tiiiii~g biofeedback procedures,
~i11 provide·the sub;ta~ce upon which such strides will bci based. '
'" "
"~ut if unde'rstanding' c~mparable'to Ih~t att~ine'd for'cognition is to
"a~hicved, an' expcrimE:~tally based ~odE:~'~~)he .b..a~n:. processes
,'o!ici:aiiv'e in consciousn~s,~'Oiu~t also be m~dea~ai~~bl~~'ThePlirpose of
". this 'paper is to p'rovide the outlines' of such it'ma'del.,
(
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There are many meanings attributed to the term consciousness.
Webster's dictionary covers a dozen. There have been articles written
on the consciousness of cells; Eastem mystics speak of the consciousness of stones; Jungians d~al with universal human consciousness (see
Ornstein, 1972, 1973 for review). I have, in another manuscript.(Pribram, 1976b), taken a somewhat more direct and perhaps practical
approach to definition. These largely definitional issues need not con.cern us here since self-consciousness can be clearly distinguished from
other forms of consciousness.
.
Self-consciousness is said to occur when an obseNer is able to
describe both the observed and the observing. Philosophers (Husserl'
1928) have called this ability il/teuliol/nlity-thus the subtitle of the
present manuscript. The term is derived from il/tentiol/, an aim of an
action which mayor may not be realized. The separateness of intent
and outcome of an action was generalized by Brentano (1925, 1960) to
the objects of perceptual "acts." This generalization has proved to be
prescient. Recent evidence from brain research (see Pribram, 1971,
1974, 1976a) has shown that the same parts of the brain (the basal
ganglia) that control motor function also control sensory input. These
controls operate by changing the set point of receptors (see below) in
muscles or sense organs and are therefore ideally suited to function as
intentionality mechanisms.
Thus the outcomes of actions and the objects of perception come to
form one universe-the realized universe of existence-while the intentional universe is dispositional and may even be unrealizable (the.
awkward term intentiol/al iI/existence was meant to convey this nonreality). The difficulty with such terminolgy is, of course, that other philosophers can counter with the proposition that the phenomenal experience of dispositions exists just as much as the outcomes of actions and
.",...~':"" -.
the objects of experience and that, to some, these dispositions are the
existential reality. For us here, the distinction, not the argument, is the
important concern: In studies .of self-regulation both disposition and
outcome are realized. After all, the instrumentation that allows the
extemalization (objectively demonstrating the separate existence) of
dispositions is the innovation that makes the scientific study of selfconsciousness now possible.
Behavioral psychologists have ordinarily designated dispositions
" by the terms emotion and motivation. The intentionality of motivation is
. relatively obvious, although Miller, Galanter, and Pribram (1960) dis-
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tinguish between motive and intent as follows:
Jones hires Smilh to kill someone. Smith commits the murder, but he is
caught and confesses that he was hired to do it. Question: Is Smith Guilty? If
we consider only the motives involved, the employer is guilly because he
was motivated to kill, but the gunman is not guilty because his motive was
merely to earn money (which is certainly a commendable motive in a
capitalistic society). But if we consider their intentions, then both parties are
equally guilty, for both of them knowingly undertook to execute a Plan
culminating in murder. (p. 61)

Motive in ordinary and legal language apparently refers more to the
feelings involved, while intent refers to the aims of actions. A similar
distinction can be made in the case of emotions: The feelings of emotional elation or upset can be separated from their "aim" or targete.g., accomplishing rapport with someone whom one is in love with.
The fact that motivational and emotional feelings (dispositions) can be
distinguished from their referents makes intentionality possible. The
purpose of studies of self-consciousness is to enhance intentionality by
providing independent controls (self-regulation) on motivational and
emotional dispositions. Stated in this fashion, it becomes clear that the
terms intentionality and volition have a good deal in common. In
popular parlance, of course, to "intend" something is to "will" it. The
issue of self-consciousness is therefore also the issue of voluntary
control, and any proposed brain model must take this into account.
Interestingly, William James (1950) dealt with these related issues
in a most sophisticated manner. I want here, therefore, to develop and
evaluate by both positive and negative comment the Jamesian model,
critically but not polemically. Rather the presentation will review a
series of clinical observations and laboratory experiments specifically
designed to test aspects of the model with the aim of providing a
modification based on currently available data.

B, Case History
The observations and experiments were begun within the framework of a James-Lange view of the problem, a view that William James
(1950) proposed as follows: "Bodily changes follow directly the perception of the exciting fact and-our feeling of the same changes as they
occur is the emotion" (Vol. II, p. 449). As did most investigators at !he
time, and perhaps even now, I took this to mean that emotional feelings
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result when visceroautonomic mechanisms become activated. This aspect of the theory is attributed by William James to Carl Lange, who
had suggested that emotional feelings were due to changes in vascularity and other visceral processes. True, the work of-Walter Cannon (1927)
had made it mandatory to replace peripheral with central mechanisms,
but these were still thought of in terms of visceroautonomic processes.
It was, after all, the "head ganglion" of the autonomic nelVous system
that concerned Cannon.
My entry into the problem was due to a patient, a Greek woman in
her early fifties, who suffered from Jacksonian epileptic seizures always
initiated and almost always limited to the left part of her face. Characteristically, even before any muscular twitching, there would be a
profuse outpouring of perspiration sharply restricted to the left side of
the face and neck as if by a line drawn to separate the two sides. To
make a long story short, Paul Oucy and I (Ouey and Pribram, 1943)
diagnosed a brain tumor and found and removed a circumscribed
oliogodendroglioma located in the right precentral motor cortex. The
_ patient recovered completely with no residual paralysis and with elimi.;" nalion of the seizures.
The localized sweating shown by this woman was caused by
irritation of the precentral motor cortex and thus called into question
the idea then held that it was the hypothalamus which was the "head
ganglion" of the autonomic nervous system. Obviously, cortical mechanisms played some role in the regulation of visceroautonomic activity..

C. A Mediobasal Motor System
:~

After publication of this patient's story, it became clear to me that
visceroautonomic auras were not altogether rare in epileptic patients.
However, the great majority of such auras could be referred to pathology in and around the Island of Reil and the pole of the temporal lobe. I
therefore began a program of research to map the cortical sites in
nonhuman primates from which visceroautonomic responses could be
obtained by electrical stimulations. The initial experiments were performed at the Yerkes laboratory with a Harvard inductorium and produced equivocal and unreliable results. I heard, however, that at Yale a
new method of cortical stimulation had been developed-a thyrotron
stimulator which put out square waves instead of sine waves-and that

(
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pulse duration as well as voltage and frequency could be controlled.
With this stimulator, Arthur Ward had been able to produce visceroautonomie effects from excitation of the anterior part of the cingulate
gyrus (Ward, 1948), and Robert Livingston had succeeded in showing
si;nilar eCCects from the posterior orbital surface of the frontal lobe
(Livingston, Fulton, Delgado, Sachs, Brendler, and Davis, 1948). Because of the connections of these portions of the frontal cortex via the
uncinate fasciculus, which had been demonstrated not only anatomically but with strychnine neuronography by McCulloch, Bailey, and
von Bonin (Bailey, von Bonin, and McCulloch, 1950)-experiments I
had had an opportunity to observe-I decided to go to Yale to extend
the stimulation experiments to the temporal pole. There I found Birger
Kaada, who had just begun his thesis with the aim of analyzing not
only the visceroautonomic but also the "suppressor" effects of cingulate gyrus stimulation. Working in adjacent laboratories, obtaining
identical effects from stimulation of the temporal pole and the cingu- .
late corteX', late one night we joined forces and mapped the entire area
{rom above the corpus callosum to below it, and by turning the
monkey on his back and letting the frontal lobe hang away from the .
base of the skull, we traced the entire region effective in producing
visceroautonomic responses: cingulate, subcallosal, medial and posterior orbital, anterior insular, periamygdaloid, and temporal polal;
cortex. This was made especially easy once the Sylvian fissure was
opened by gentle retraction and temporarily packed with cotonoid
patties. In short, we mapped (Kaada, Pribram, and Epstein, 1949;
Kaada, 1951) a continuous region of cortex lying on the edge, the
limbus of the anterior portion of the cerebral hemisphere, which,
when stimulated, produced respiratory arrest, a drop in blood pressure, changes in heart rate, eye movements, turning of the head, and
under proper circumstances, suppression (or occasionally enhancement) ofspinal reflexes. We had mapped a mediobasal motor cortex.
What then of the visceroautonomic seizures in the patient with the
precentral oliogodendroglioma? In another series of experiments Patrick Wall and I (Wall and Pribram, 1950) mapped the lateral surface·of
the cortex and, again to make a long story short, found that such
responses could be obtained from the classical precentral motor cortex.
Despite a whole series of attempts, we were unable to specify the
difference between these responses and those obtained from the I!'ediobasal cortex.

·.~
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FICURE 1. The medial-basal motor cortex. Black dots indicate areas
Cor which el~clrical stimulation produces changes in blood pressure,
heart rate; respiratory rale, eye movements, and gross bodily movements. (A) lateral surface: (8) Medial-basal surface. One accomplishes this view by making a slit in the lateral part oC the
hemisphere and bringing the basal surface in line with the medial
surface.
.

It should not have been altogether surprising that visceroautonomic responses are obtained from stimulations that also produce somatomotor responses. Even stimulation of the hypothalamus, the head
ganglion of the autonomic nervous system, produces somatomotor as
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FICURE 2. Points of stimulation In the somatosensory motor cortex of the lateral extent
of the hemisphere giving rise to changes in blood pressure, heart rate, respiratory rate,
and discrete movement.
.

well as visceral responses. In fact, William James (1950) had stated the·
issue clearly:
If the neural process underlying emotional consciousness be what I
have now sought to prove it, the physiology of the brain becomes a simpler
mailer than has been hitherto supposed. Sensational, associational, and
motor elements are all that the organ need contain. The physiologists who,
during the past few years, have been so industriously exploring the brain's
functions, have limited their explanations to its cognitive and volitional
performances. Dividing the brain into sensory and motor centres, they have
found their division to be exactly paralleled by the analysis made by
empirical psychology of the perceptive and volitional parts of the mind into
. their simplest elements. Bulthe emotions have been so ignored in all these
researches that one is tempted to suppose that if these investigators were
asked for a theory of them in brain-terms, they would have to reply, either
that they had as yet bestowed no thought upon the subject, or that they had
found it so difficult to make distinct hypotheses that the mailer lay among
the problems of the future, only to be laken up after the simpler ones of the
'"
present should have been definitely solved.
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And yet it is even now certain that of two things concerning the
emotions, one must be true. Either separate and special centres, affected to
them alone, are their brainseat, or else they correspond to processes occurring in the motor and sensory centres already assigned, or in others like
thcm, not yet known. If the former'bi: the case, we must deny the'vlew that
is currcnt, and hold the cortex to be something more than the surface of,
"projcction" for every sensitive spot and every muscle in the body. II the
laller be the case, we must ask whether the emotional process In the sensory
or motor centre be an altogether peculiar one, or whether It resembles the
ordinary perceptive processes of which those centres are already recognized
to be the scat. Now if the theory I have defended, be true, the laller
altemative Is all that it demands. Supposing the cortex to contain parts,
liable to be excited by changes In each special sense-organ, I" each portion
of the skin, In each muscle, each joint, and each viscus, and to contain
absolutely nothing dse, we still have a scheme capable of representing the
process of the emotions. An object falls on a sense-organ, affects a cortical
part, ;lOd is perceived; or .else the laller, excited Inwardly, gives rise to an
idea of the same object. Quick as a flash, the reflex currents pass down
through their preordained channels, alter the condition of muscle, skin, and
viscus; and these alterations, perceived, like the original object, In as many
portions of the cortex, combine' wilh it In consciousness and transform it
from an object-simply-apprehended Into an object-emotionally-felt. No new
principles have to be invoked, nothing postulated beyond the ordinary
renex circuits, and the local centres admilled In one shape or another by all
to exist. (Vol. II, pp. 4n-474)

Note that, James emphasizes the sensory aspects of these "reflex
currents." We shall return to this point presently. But at the time of the
discovery of the mediobasal motor mechanism I was surprised and, in a
way, a little disappointed-we had not been able to confirm our,hypothesis that some part of the cerebral mantle dealt exclusively with
visccral mechanisms and could thus be thought of as a "visceral
brain"-a substrate for a,langian conception of "emotion." I might add
that everyone did not share this disappointment-Paul Maclean, my
office mate and collaborator in experiments mapping by electrical stimulation and strychnine neuronography the organization of mediobasal
cortex (Pribram, lennox, and Dunsmorc, 1950; Pribram and Maclean,
1953; Maclean and Pribram, 1953), was more convinced by our reports
of visceroaulonomic regulations by mediobasal cortex than by their
invariable concomitance with somatomotor effects (Maclean, 1949).
But for me the disappointment was real and led to puzzlement as to just
what could be the meaning of this juxtaposition of visceroautonomic
and somatomotor mechanisms to the brain's role in emotion and motivation. I therefore turned to other techniques to help resolve these
issues.

I
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D. Tire Limbic Systems and Behavior
First, it was necessary to obtain evidence that the limbic mediobasal motor mechanisms are in fact critically involved in motivational
and emotional processes. To re"phrase the question in experimentally
testable terms, evidence had to be obtained to show that. behavior
ordinarily considered to be representative of motivational and emotional processes is dismptedby resections or excitations of the limbic
mediobasal mechanism. As it turned out, the results· of the experiments undertaken took us 11 long way into reformulating the problem.
of what constitutes such behavior.
A series of studies designed to analyze the syndrome describe~ by
Heinrich KlUver and Paul Bucy (Kluver llnd Bucy, 1937) to follow total
temporal lobectomy provided the evidence. KlUver and Ducy had, included taming, increased oral and sexual behavior, and visual agnosi~
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HIERARCHY AFTER DAVE'S OPERATION

1
LARRY'
DoMiN. . . . . Atta41 Oawo

ARNIE I

f
SHORTY a
FICURE 3(8) Same as (A) after bilateral amygdalectomy had been
performed on Dave, Note his drop to the bottom of the hierarchy.

in their syndrome, Our studies (Blum, Chow, and Pribram, 195Q.;
Chow, 1951; Mishkin and Pribram, 1954; and Pribram, 1954) showed
the agnosia to be due to resection of thelateral portions of the temporal
lobe; however, these results make up a body of evidence which, though
related to the issues being examined here, constitute a sufficiently
,..,i'" separate domafn to warrant presentation on another occasion (see, for
example, Pribram, 1969, 1975). The remaining part of the syndrome
was obtained full-blown when lesions were restricted· to the anterior
limbic portions of the lobe-those comprising the temporal lobe
portions of the mediobasal motor mechanism (Pribram and Bagshaw,
1953). Subsequent studies showed the entire mediobasal motor system
to be involved (Pri'bram and Weiskiaritz, 1957).
Specifically, tests were performed to measure feeding, fleeing
(avoidance), fighting (dominance), mating, and maternal (nesting) behavior (see reviews by Pribram, 1958, 1960). The fairly gross changes in
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FICUIUI 3(C) Same as (A) and (8) except that both Dave and Zeke have
received bilateral amygdalectomles.

these behaviors following lesions of the limbic motor systems are so
well known by now that I want here to present more quantitative data..
The effects of these lesions on fighting were observed in social
situations (Rosvold, Mirsky, and Pribram, 1954), A group of eight
preadolescent male monkeys were housed together until a more or less'
straight-line dominance hierarChy became stably established. Dominance was initially rated on the basis of order of obtaining food pellets ..
inserted into the colony space, one by one through a metal tube. The
dominance rating obtained in this way was then checked against quantitative observations of threatening gestures, actual fighting contacts, ~
grooming contacts, and position displacements. Such observations'
were made not only in the colony when the group was together as a
whole but also for all possible dyads. Then the clearly dominant monkey was submitted to psychosurgery, As expected, he fell to the bctttom •
of the hietarchy. Interestingly, however, this drop was effected over a
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3(0) Final social hierarchy after Dave, Zeke and Riva have aU' had
bilateral amygdalectomies. Note that Rive fails to faU in the hierarchy. Minimal
differences in extent or locus of the resections do not correlate with differences In
the behavioral results. The disparity has been shown In subsequent experiments
to be due to Herby's nonaggressive "personality" in the second position of the
hierarchy.
FIGURE

,

48-hour peri~d during which interactions with the other monkeys
gradually lowered the "status" of the previously dominant monkey.
This experience was essentially replicated -when we performed
surgery on the formerly Number 2 and now dominant animal. When,
however, we attempted to repeat the procedure for a third time, the
expected effects did not occur. In fact, the original Number 3 animal
became, if anything, more aggressive and dominant. My colleagues in
the sludy, Hal Rosvold and Alan Mirsky, of course, blamed inadequate
. surgery for this development, but histological verification failed to
confirm their sllspicions. In fact, the lesion of this last monkey extended
further than that of one of the others, and all lesions encompassed the
same anatomical structures.
What, then, could account for our results? Briefly, examination of
our data, especially of the 48 initial postoperative hours in the colony,
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and observations of other colonies of monkeys made us believe that lack ,
of interaction between the operated subjec::t and the original Number 4
monkey was responsible for the original Number 3 monkey's failure to '
fall in dominance. Many subsequent observations in dyadic situations
confirmed this belief: Postoperative monkeys were especially sensitive
,to the way they were treated by their cage mates and handled by their
caretakers. The immediate postoperative taming could be' prolonged for
years by gentling procedures, whereas ordinary neglect and occasional
rougher treatment would produce either an excessively fearful or an ,
, unpredictably aggressive monkey. These results make it unlikely that.
some fund~mental mechanism responsible for aggression had been '
excised; rather some brain process sensitive to the social environment
seems to have been tapped.
'
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FICURE 4(A) Graph oC the percentage of time spent by various groups of animals In the
dark (previously shocked) compartment oCa shullle box during postoperative extinction.
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day are recorded in 10-trial blocks; subsequent extinction trials arc plotted!n SO-trial
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blocks (one tcst day). Vertical bars,Indi9te ~ange of performance,
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4(B) Graph of the percentage of time spent by the various groups of animals in
ihe dark (previously shocked) compartment of a shullle box· during postoperative
reextinction of postoperatively reacquired conditioned avoidance. Trial blocks divided
as in 4(A). Bars indicate range of performance.
FICURE

"-

Similar rc.sults were obtained when fleeing, (avoidance) was tested
by Weiskrantz and myself (Pribram and Weiskrantz, 1957) in a classical
~huttle box. Escape proved unaffected by limbic. lesions, but learning,
extinction, and relearning of conditional avoidance behavior were affected. It should be noted in passing that limbic and not lateral forebrain lesions (except- for frontal in the case of extinction) produc-:d such
results; however, neither classical sensory and motor resections nor
basal ganglion removals were included in these studies.
Perhaps the clearest indication of what type of regulation is accomplished by the mediobasal motor mechanism came from our studies of
feeding. Postoperatively, monkeys with lesions in these limbic areas
often failed to eat for a time (usually not more than a week). Once they
recovered, however, they might eat twice as much per day as preopera-

..
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lively, and this increased food intake usually lasted for months (Pribram and Bagshaw, 1953).
Further analysis almost immediately uncovered a paradox. Despite
this marked inc~ase in feeding in- an ~d libitum situation, Schwartzbaum and I (Schwartzbaum, 1961) found that the monkeys with lesions
were less sensitive to food deprivation or satiation when made to work
for their food. They appeared "hungrier" when food was available but
less "hungry" when they were deprived and food could be obtained
only by 'the pressing of a lever to obtain pellets' (on a variable interval
schedule). But this was not all; the loss of sensitivity was not limited to
variations iri the internal state produced by the deprivation but extended as well to variations in the external characteristics of the food,
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such as the size of the pellets received as a consequence of lever
pressing (Schwartzbaum, 1960a, 1960b).
These results paralleled thos~ that were being reported from analyses of fecdi~g disturbances produced by ventromedial and far-lateral
hypothalamic lesions. Miller, Bailey, and Stevenson (1950) found that
rats who became obese in ad libitum feeding situations might starve if
. required to make the effort to cross a barrier to obtain their food. And
Teitelbaum (1955) showed that rats who would starve in ad libitum
situations could be induced to attend and eat if the sensory attractiveness of the food was sufficiently enhanced..
Two major hypotheses derive from these observations, one with
respect to the sensory, the other with respect to the motor processes
regulated by the limbic (and hypothalamic) mechanisms:
1. Attention (Le., reaction) to external as well as to. internal
stimulation is involved in motivational and emotional feeling.
2. Effort, not drive (e.g., as defined by ad libitum feeding and
lever pressing), is the critical variable determining motivational and emotiQnal expression in behavioral responses.
Let us exaf1)ine the evidence related to each of these hypotheses in
tum.

II. THE

ROLE OF ATIENTION IN MOTIVATIONAL AND
EMOTIONAL REACTIONS

"

A. Transfer of Training
.....:

In order to bring the altered reactions to external stimulation of the
lesioned monkeys into sharp focus, I decided,to test them in a series of
tasks which were as minimally related to motivation and emotion as I
could find and yet might provide some indication of function. The
point of departure for selecting these tasks was the dramatic change in
dominance displayed in the social colony experiment. The lesioned
monkeys behaved postoperatively as if they had never experienced the
colony structure-they seemed to have to learn anew the repertoire of
aggressive interactions that established their place in the hierarchy.
They appeared not to transfer their prior experience to the postoperative situation.
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Thus a series of transfer-af-training tasks was devised. The first,
undertaken with Schwartzbaum (Schwartzbaum and Pribram, 1960),
used a transposition paradigm in which the monkeys were initially
trained to choose the lighter of two gray panels and were then tested on
a pair of panels of which the formerly lighter one was now the darker of
the test pair. All control subjects continued to choose the lighter panel,
but Ihe lesioned animills behaved oddly. They hesitated and then chose
randomly between the two panels. It appeared as if they perceived the
test situation to be novel and proceeded accordingly.
The results of a second experiment performed with Muriel Bagshaw (Bag!!haw and Pribram, 1965) supported the findings of th~ f~rst. .
In this cxperiment Heinrich KlUver's equivalence tcst (Kliiver, 1933)
was used. The monkeys were trained to choose the larger of two
moderately sized squares and tested on a pair of smaller ones. Again
the control subjects chose the larger panel throughout while the,
lesioned monkeys behaved as if the test panels presented them with
an entirely novel situation.
Both the transposition and, the equivalence results could be attrib-:
uted to an altered gradient of generalization of input following the,
lesion. Eliot Hearst and I (Hearst and Pribram, 1964a, 19Mb) put this
possibility to test and foun'd generalization unimpaired. In neither
positive nor negative reinforcing situations were the monkeys' general- .
ization gradients changed by the lesion. Thus transfer of training.
appears to be dissociable .from sensory generalization-and perhaps
might be more appropriately thought of in terms of "motor generalizalionn-a view consonant with the fact that lesions of the mediobasal
motor cortex were the responsible agent in producing the changes.
TABLE 1

Number'of Transposed Responses Made on Transposition Tests
Normals

Amygdaleclomlzed

Day

439

441

443

1

6

2

5

5
5
10

5

6
6

11

12

Tolal

11

6

447 Mdn. 397

11.0

2
3
5

405

438

5

2
2

4
2

4

6

6
11

442 Mdn,

5.5

The eCf,'C\s of amygdalectomy on Iransfer of iralning 10 0 new but related task. Note tha~
the amygdalec10mized monkeys treat the task as completely novel. whereas their
normal L-anlcol. transpose their responses on the basi. of their earlier experience.
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B. Psychophysiological Experiments
The observations on response to novelty made in these ncurobe- .
havioral experiments were considerably enhanced by some obtained in
psychophysiological studies.. One possibility, consonant with the Jamesian hypothesis, would be that. motivation involved the somatomotor
. system while emotion invoked visceroautonomic processes. Thus, despite the juxtaposition of their central mechanism, peripheral differences could account lor the behavioral distinction. This possibility was
put to direct test ina series of experiments which assayed the effects on
visceroautonomic indicators of reseCtions rather than stimulations of
portions of the mediobasal, limbic motor mechanism. Such experiments allowed observations to be made under physiologically normal
conditions lor many months and even years in a variety of environmental circumstances that ordinarily produce visceroautonomic reactions.
The question was asked as to which of these circumstances produced
altered reactions or absence of reaction in the lesioned monkeys.
To summarize a decade of experiments, Muriel Bagshaw, Daniel
Kimble, and I (Bagshaw, Kimble, and Pribram,1965i Kimble, Bagshaw, ,/
and Pribram, 1965) found that the forebrain lesions had, as might be
expected, no effect on peripheral, reflexly produced visceroautonomic
reactions. Galvanic skin responses (GSR), heart, and respiratory
changes occurred in normal amount and frequency when the monkeys
moved or when gentle electric shock was applied to the soles of their
.feet. We found (Bagshaw and J. Pribram, 1968), if anything, that th~.
.threshold ·for obtaining such reactions was lower than in normal subjects. By contrast, however, when response to novel stimulation or to
conditioning was tested, visceroautonomic reactivity was grossly deficient. The visceroautonomic components of orienting and conditioning
.....,.;' were markedly attenuated or completely eliminated by the lesions
.
(Bagshaw and Benzies, 1968).
Analysis showed that the deficit in conditioning was to some
considerable extent due to a restriction in anticipatory reactions to the
unconditional stimulus whIch occurred in co~trol subjects (Bagshaw
and Coppock, 1968). Thus the situations in which the deficit was
manifest were those that demanded reactions to recurring events, not
reactions to the events themselves. The fact that limbic forebrain structures, the mediobasal motor mechanisms, are critically involved in the
reaction to novelty llS well as in motivational and emotional reactions

.l
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suggests a major modification of Jamesian theory: Emotional and motivational feeling comes about not by any direct bodily reaction to perceived.
events, but by a change in the sets, expectations, and anticipations produced
by such events.

C. Habituation
The simplest expression of such sets or expectations is habitr4lltion.
And, in fact, habituation of a locomotor_response in a repetitive situa- .'
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tion has been repeatedly shown to be impaired by lesions of the
mediobasal motor mechanism (Ruch and Shenkin, 1943). This failure to
habituate has ollen been termed hyperactivity. though it was soon
established that it was more truly a hyperreactivity (Mettler and Mctardy, 1948). The hyperreactivity is, however, not so much an increased initial reaction (though there is some of this as seen in the GSR
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threshold to shock experiment) as it is a persistence of reactivity long
after controls have become habituated.
But here we meet a paradox. BehavioralIy, the monkeys with
lesions of the mediobasal motor system fail to habituate, I.e., they
continue to orient long after control subjects react to a recurring
situation as familiar (Schwartzbaum, Wilson, an~ Morrissette, 1961).
As already described, however, when we looked to visceral-autonomic
responses to indicate orienting, such responses could hardly be found
(Bagshaw, Kimble, and Pribram, 1965). The evidence. thus suggests
that visceroautonomic responses are integral to habituation.
Can visceroautonomic responses be integral to habituation· and
also be the determinants of emotional feeling? In man habituation
precludes awareness. We are not ordinarily aware of wearing clothes
that have become familiar, of movements that have become habitual, of
digestive functions or heart beats that recur more or less regularly. Only
when dishabituation takes place do we notice such objects and events.
The feeling is therefore attendant on dishabituation-disruption of the
current set or state. Bodily changes may accompany the disruption, and
the ensuing visceral and somatosensory input may in fact contribute to
the general emotional or motivational feeling. But, as I have reviewed
elsewhere (Pribram, 1967a, 1967b, 1971, Chapter 11), the attribution of
specific feelings to the change in state is as much a function of t.he
situation in which the change occurs as it is of the visceral and somatic
changes per se. As pointed out in the introduction, the feeling of upset
can readily be distinguished from the disposition (e.g., being in love) .
from which the upset takes its origin.
Habituation poscs another problem. If we habituated in every .
recurring situation we would never be able to deal with such situations;
we would never learn, would never be able to attend to now this, now
that aspect of a situation. The organism must possess a mechanism
which overrides habituation. In a recent review, Diane McGuinness
and I (Pribram and McGuinness, 1975) spelled out the details of this
system, which appears to depend on greater involvement of the somatomotor rather than of the visceroautonomic system. The data suggest
that three separate but interacting neural systems govern the reaction to ..
novelty and its habituation. One systcm controls arousal, which is
defined in terms of phasic physiological responses to input. The arousal
control circuits centcr on the amygdala, a core structure in the mcdiobasal motor systcm. A second system controls activation, which is de-
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fined in tenns of tonic physiological readiness to respond. The readiness circuits center on the basal ganglia of the forebrain. A third system
was discerned which coordinates arousal and activation. This coordinating activity apparently demands effort. Its circuitry centers on the
hippocampus.
Even at the hypothalamic level the distinction between an arousal
and a readiness mechanism exists. In the feeding mechanism, for
instance, the ventromedial region (the one involved in making obese
rats in the ad libitum situation) has been shown to monitor the utilization of blood sugar during satiety, while the far lateral hypothalamic
region functions reciprocally to intiate feeding when utilization has:
come to a halt. The satiety mechanism stops behavior; the feeding·
mechanism makes behavior go. And recent evidence (Ungerstedt, 1974;
Fibiger, Phillips, and Clouston, 1973) has shown these far lateral hypothalamic effects to be due to disruption of basal ganglia circuits. Else- .
where (Pribram, 1971, Chapter 10) I have suggested that emotional
arousal becomes organized around "stop" mechanisms and that motivational readiness is an elabor~tion of "go" mechanisms. As detailed in
the review, there is ample evidence that the limbic forebrain (e.g., the
amygdala and the hippocampus) participates in such processes. Here it
is important to recall that the evidence also shows that this participation
takes place by way of the organism's reactivity to novelty and familiarity. The evidence is thus consonant with that from the clinic where·
epileptic auras of deja and jamais vu preceding psychomotor seizures are
considered pathognomonic of disturbances of the limbic mediobasal
motor formations.

D. James Reconsidered
In his opening paragraph on emotions, William James suggested
that "emotional reaction usually tenninates in the subject's own body.·
whilst the instinctive (motivational) reaction is apt to go farther .and
enter into practical relations with the exciting object" (1950 Vol. II, p.
442). This distinction rather than the one more commonly attributed to
James-that emotion is essentially viscerally detennined-is borne out
by our review of current data. James was overly impressed with Lange's
argument because "reactions that tenninate in one's own body"Ji.e., :
self-r~gulatory reactions) tend to display a larger visceral component.
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than do "reactions" which "enter into practical relations with the
exciting object." Entering into practical relations demands somatomotor activity. Yet emotional arousal also involves the somatomotor system, and somatomotor activity is accompanied by visceroautonomic
changes. In short, we have a considerable amount of evidence which
.demands a modification of the James-Lange position that "bodily
changes follow directly the perception of the exciting fact and our
feeling of these same changes is the emotion." Feelillgs of familiarity, of
elation and depression, of assertion and aggression, and of sleepiness
and alertness have been shown to depend on braill processes (see
Pribram, 1971, Chapters 10 and 15; Pribram and McGuinness, 1975; or
Marshall and Teitelbaum, 1974, for a review of the evidence that relates
neurochemical brain systems to these dispositional states).· Bodily
changes are i"itiated by these brain processes, but not, as James
thought, by the processes that directly perceive. Rather, the bodily
changes are induced by mechanisms which monitor the familiarity and
novelty of situations. Bodily changes, both visceroautonomic and somatomotor, do appear to be integral to emotional and motivational
expressioll, however, in that they do in fact help to distinguish their
mechanisms of operation. But even here the distinction does not rest on
which peripheral mechanism becomes activated, but rather on how
they both are used. If the brain processes regulating bodily changes
lead the organism into doing something about a situation, I.e., "entering into practical relations" with it, motivational mechanisms bec~me
~ctive; when these brain processes result in reactions "terminating
within the subject's own body," emotional mechanisms are set into
operation. This, then, is the essential distinction between motivational
and emotional expression: What mechanism sets one rather than the
other process in motion?

III.

EFFORT AND THE EXPRESSION OF MOTIVATION AND
EMOTION

A. Part Behaviors and Their Integration
In attempting to answer this question, we need to examine the
impact of the finding that effort, rather than drive, is the critical
variable determining the behavioral response. Presumably, therefore, it
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is effort that resolves whether the organism will react emotionally (I.e.,
by attempted self-regulation) or motivationally (I.e., by entering into
practkal action). Effort is a measure of the resistance which must be
overcome in order to do a certain amount of work in a specified time. It
is analogous to force in physical systems and an expression of the "
capacity for exerting power, the rate of doing work. And work is a
measure of the energy required to change the state of a system (see
McFarland, 1971, p. 4, for the.derivation of these definitions).
The critical question is, therefore, What are the variables which
constrain a system to resist a change in state? A homeostatic system, by
definition, is one that resists change by virtue of its negative feedback.
Out additional constraints develop (hyperstability) when several such
systems interact (Ashby, 1960). Thus a drop in basal temperature may
result in shivering, in motor activity, in sleeping, or in eating. Motor
activity and eating have' been shown to be reciprocally related over'
short time periods-they ~ppear constrained by the basal temperature
variable. It therefore takes effort to attempt to eat during or immediately.
after exercising and vice versa (see Brobeck, 1963, for a thought-provoking and thorough review of these data).
There is considerable evidence as to the neural organization that
invokes such constraints. Electrical stimulations in the hypothalamic
region, when carried out with small electrodes, give rise to only parts of
behavioral acts, such as jaw or tongue movements, swallowing, pilo- 'or
genital erection, head thrusts, etc. Further, these part behaviors appear
to be more or less randomly interspersed with one another. Adjacent
stimulations do not produce a completed behavior pattern (Roberts,
1969),
.
.
When larger electrodes are used, a different pattern emerges. Now
chewing, drinking, sexual, or aggressive behaviors are elicited fullblown. But interestingly, which behavior is elicited depends to some
considerable extent on the environmental situation in which the stimulation occurs. Thus a rat, when initially stimulated, may drink every
time the electrical current is applied to his brain. He is now left
overnight in a cage with no opportunity to drink but with several pieces
of wood to chew on. The brain stimulation is kept up intermittently all '
night. The next morning the rat is provided with the opportunity either.
tu drink or to chew. Now, brain stimulation from the identical site will
as often elicit chewing as drinking (Valenstein, Cox, and Kakolewski, ,
1969; Valenstein, 1970). .
III
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B. The Precentral Motor Cortex and Action
These results have led toa controversy similar to that which for
ll1any years centered on the functions of the classical precentral motor
cortex. The issue concerned the nature of the motor representation: Is it
punctate, representing discrete muscles or even parts of muscles, or are
movements, sets of muscle contractions, flexibly represented? I have
elsewhere (Pribram, 1971, Chapters ~2 and 13) pointed out that neuroanatomically the representation is indeed puncta'te, that neurophys-
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iologically, Le., with fairly gross electrical stimulations of awake animals and humans, movements rather than discrete muscle contractions
are obtained, and that which movement is elicited depends on body
and limb position, prior stimulation, etc. But I also have shown (Pdbram, Kruger, Robinson" and Berman, 1955-56) that neither of these
views is sufficient to explain the results of neurobehavioral experiments. These show that resection of the classical motor cortex fails to
interfere with any muscular contraction, or even with any set of muscular contractions. All movements can be shown to remain intact when
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FIGUR!! 9(A) Subject in black costume with white tape. (Reprinted with permission
from N. Bernstein, 1967.) 9(B) Cinematograph of walking. Movement is from left to
right. The frequency is about 20 ,exposures per second. (Reprinted with permission from
N. Bernstein, The Co-ordination and Regulation 01 Movements. C> Pergamon Press Ltd.,
1967.) 9(C) Force ,curves at the center of gravity of the thigh in normal walking.
(Above) vertical components. (Below) Horizontal components. (Reprinted with permission from N. Bernstein, The Co-ordination and Regulation 01 Movel/lents. 0 Pell8amon"
Press, Lid., 1967.)
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they are examined in a sufficient range of situations. Yet the monkeys
were defective in solving latch-box problems, and the deficiency was
not due to any overt difficulty in sequencing the movements. I therefore
came 10 the conclusion that the essential representation in motor cortex
was neither of individual muscles nor of movements, but of actions,
.defined as environmental consequences of movements:
Subsequent reports (Bernstein, 1967) have clarified the possible
mechanisms by which a representation of environmental consequences
could come about. For instance, cinematographic records are made of
people performing relatively repetitious tasks, such as hammering a
nail or running over rough terrain when dressed in black with white
markings on their limbs. Such records display continuous wave forms
which can be analyzed as if they were modulated sine waves. The use of
such a Fourier analysis allows accurate prediction to be made of the
extent of the ~ext movement in the series, the next hammer blow or
step. If this can be done by an investigator in this fashion, it is not farfetched to believe that it can be done in a similar way by the subject's
motor system. The essential representation would therefore be the
equivalent of the mathematical operation of Fourier analysis, a consid-'
crable saving in storage over representing each movement and sequence of movements that might ever be utilized. This program, or a .
similar stored set of mathematical rules, could readily assemble ttte
more or less randomly dispersed part-functions which have been
demonstrated with discrete stimulations, much as these rules have
been used to make a computer-driven dot display that is interpreted
by the observer as a running or dancing figure (Johansson, 1973).
Other experiments (Evarts, 1967) have shown with microelectrodes
that muscle length is not the relevant variable to which motor cortex
neurons respond. These experiments were performed on fully awake
(

FIGURE 10(A) View of the lateral surface of the cerebral cortex showing the distribution
of potentials evoked by the stimulation of a cutaneous or a muscular branch of an arm
nerve. Plus (+) indicates a response of 100 microvolts or more; triangle (A) indicates a
response of from 50 to 100 microvolts; and open circles indicate response of from 0 to 50 .
microvolts. 10(0) Cortical responses evoked by sciatic nerve stimulation before resection of postcentral cortex and cerebellum. (1) Upper trace, postcentral; lower trace,
precentral. Time: 10 msec. (2) Same immediately after resection of both cerebellar
hemispheres. (3) Same immediately after resection of both cerebellar hemispheres. (3)
Same following additional resection of anterior lobe of cerebellum. (4) Same after
additional resection of both postcentral gyri. Note that postcentral record how rClOisters .
only white mailer response.
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monkeys taught to pull an adjustable counterweighted lever. The response of motor cortex units did not vary with the length of the
excursion of the lever but with the effort necessary to move it-the force
that had to be applied to overcome the resistance to movement due to
the weight.

C. Effort and Volition
Thus both in the hypothalamic experiments and in the experiments
on classical motor cortex, situational stimulus variables are seen to be
critically involved (this accounts for the findings of Teitelbaum, 1955,
that enhanced attractiveness of food helps overcome the resistance to
eating shown by the animals with lesions in the lateral hypothalamus).
Both of these parts of the brain do, of course, receive rather direct
inputs from exteroceptors. In the case of the classical motor cortex, our
discovery (Malis, Pribram, and Kruger, 1953) of these paradoxical inputs to a "motor" region provided th~ original impetus for this line of
investigation. In the case of the hypothalamus and mediobasal motor
cortex, the existence of these direct inputs from exteroceptive receptors
is just now beginning to be established with microelectrode and new
neuroanatomical autoradiographic techniques (see, e.g., Cowan, Adamson and Powell, 1961; Cowan, Gottlieb, Hendrickson, Price, and
Woolsey, 1972). However, some early neurophysiological results exist
showing changes in electrical activity evoked by peripheral stimulation
(Bailey and Sweet, 1940; Dell, 1952; Pribram and Maclean in Fulton,
1951, p. 57).
The distributed representation of part behaviors is the neural substrate upon which effort variables (as induced by deprivation, for
./ instance) critically operate to determine wheth~r the expressed behav..... ior is to be emotional or motivated. We have seen that even at the
neural unit level, neurons in motor ~ystems are directly sensitive to
effort variables-Le., they respond according to the constraints of the
moment. The constraints that need to be overcome by effort have thus
been shown to be extcrnally as well as internally determined. This was
especially c1car in cxperiments on the classical motor cortex: Effort is
what correlated with neural unit activity, not changes in muscle length.
Similar correlations need to be establisl1ed at the unit level in the
tnediobasal motor systems, but, as noted above, the indications from
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neurobehavioral data are that some sort of anticipatory mechanism
based on the constraints developed by repetition (familiarity, habitua~,
tion) rather than "bodily change" per se is involved.
The upshot of these results is that motivation and emotion reflect
the effort involved in changing bodily systems, not the changes them- .
selves. Effort is a brain process (involving the hippocampal circuit-see
Pribram and McGuinness, 1975, for a review of the evidence) that
. apppears to be critical in detennining whether a reaction is to be
motivated or emotional.

D. Tile Jamesian Theory of Will
We need, therefore, to take a look at another domain of Jamesian
theory. We have already noted the fact that some sort of appraisal of
familiarity rather than a direct perception of a situation initiates the.
motivational-eml;>tional process. We also reviewed the evidence that
the distinction between emotional and motivational behavior was best
stated by the Jamesian view that emotional reactions "tenninate within
the body" (Le., are self-regulatory), while motivational reactions "enter
into practical relations with the exciting object." The Langian portion of .
the James-Lange theory-that emotions are the feelings generated by
visceral reactions-we found untenable. And finally we found that we
must invoke "effort" as the critical variable which detennines whether
a reaction is to be emotional or motivated. Effort is discussed by James
under the rubric of will. His definition of what leads to voluntary
actions reads much as we have stated it here, if we interpret the words
anticipatory image to mean the resultant of the mathematical operation
from which the next movement in a series can be predicted:
An anticipatory image, then, of the sensorial consequences of a movement,
plus (on certain occasions) the fiat that these consequences shall become
actual, is the only psychic state which introspection lets us discern as the
forerunner of our voluntary aels. (1950, Vol. II, p. 501)'

But again, James can be interpreted as taking a dual stance. He
quoted at length from Ferrier, who attempted to show that input from'
muscular contraction (usually the holding of one's breath when other
evidences of muscular contraction are missing) is necessary for the .
experience of effort. (Ferrier was making the argument against W\Uldt,
whose views were that efferent 'rather than the afferent neural activity
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was perceived as effortful). James heartily endorsed Ferrier's views:.
Ithe eKperiments reviewedl prov&! conclusively that the consciousness of
muscular CKI'rtion. being impossible without movement cffeCltd sOl/lcwl,crc,
musl be an "fler"nt and not an effereni sensation; a consequence, and not an
antecedent. o( the movement itself. An idea of .the amount of muscular
cKcrtion rcquisite to perform a certain movement can consequently be
nothing olher than an anticipatory image of Ihe movement's sensible effccts.
(Vol. 11. p. ~05)

Note carefully here what James was saying. Superficial reading
makes the statement sound like another version of the James-L.ange
theory: James-Lange for emotion; James-Ferrier for motivation and
will. nut here James clearly stated that "an anticipatory image of the
movement's sensible effects" is involved. Such an "image" must be a
brain, not a peripheral, process. A careful reading of this passage makes
one wonder whether the Jamesian theory of emotions, interpreted as
peripheralist, has not been grossly misinterpreted as well. James implicitly and explicitly always had a brain process in mind whenever
discussing mind .(Ihoughts, feelings, consciousness, attention, etc.). In
summarizing his chapler on emotions, James was discussing brain
processes, not peripheral ones:

...,,,,..:.

To sum up. we sec the reason for a few emotional reactions; for others a
possible spedes of rei/son may be guessed; but others remain for which no
pl"usible reason can even be conceived. These may be reactions which are
purely mechai-tical. results of the way In which our nervous centres are
(r'lmed. reactions which. although permanent in us now, may be called
accid"ntal as (ar as their origin goes. In (act, In an organism as complex as.
Ihe nervous syslem there ""'51 be many such reactions, incidental to others .
evolved for utility's sake, but which would never themselves have been
evolved indeplmdently, for any utility they might possess. Sea-sickness. the
luve of music. o( the various Intoxicants, nay, the entire aesthetic life of
man. we have already traced to thi:; accidental origin. It would be foolish to
suppuse Ihat none o( the reactions called emolionall.'Ould have arisen In this
,/u"5;-acddenti,1 way. (Vol. II, p. 484)

We nole, therefore, that the contemporary view of the theory of
motivation and emotion proposed by William James is in one respect
grossly misleading. While James wrote that emotional feeling was
based on visceral sensations, he also wrote that such feeling was
coordinate with a brain process resulting from the visceral sensation.
This central aspect of Jamesian theory becomes even more clearly stated
with respect to motivation and has been Iitlle appreciated by James's
critics.
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On the other hand, James was in error in suggesting that emotion
depended on immediate visceral sensation (or that motivation depended on immediate sensations derived from the somatic musculature). Cannon's classic experimental demonstrations that an organism
is capable of emotional responses despite visceral deafferation have
been the source of the major rebuttal to James's position, although
exceptions to the validity of Cannon's· claims have also been voiced
(e.g., Beebe-Center, 1971; Schachter, 1967; Mandler, 1967).
Reviewed here have been additional experiments that make it
necessary to modify Jamesian theory of emotion. James clearly wrote
of "an anticipatory image" when dealing with motivation. On the
basis of the experimental results on limbic system function-which
have shown that visceral responsiveness follows the appreciation of
novelty and the appraisi'l of changes in sets, expectations, and
. anticipations, not directly on perceived events perse-it is now
mandatory to think in like fashion about emotion.
However, we also reviewed an aspect of Jamesian theory which is
acceptable today and accounts for James's overemphasis on immediate
bodily sensations while at the same time providing a useful distinc- .
tion between emotion and motivation: Emotional expression tends to
terminate within the organism while motivations enter into practical
relations with the exciting event. Entering into practical relations oft«;n
involves effort or will-thus the distinction still used in the neurological clinic of the apposition of emotional to voluntary behavior.

IV. A

CONTROL-THEORY MODEL OF SELF-REGULATION AND

SELF-CONSCIOUSNESS

.t\. The Model
In the introduction I suggested that the scientific study of selfconsciousness would show rapid progress provided a technique and a
brain model were made available. The technique of biofeedback leading to the self-regulation of dispositional states appears to fiII part of
this need. The present.manuscript has attempted to show that Jamesian
theory might be useful in launching the necessary brain model. II.
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What sort of model, then, can be constructed from these elementary
obscrvations? What form of discourse is available to describe thc
model? What typc of ";n vitro" simulations can aid our understanding
of the processes and mechanisms involvedr
I want to prc;>pose that contemporary control theory can and does
providc the model, the language, and initial understanding of the brain
processess and mechanisms involved in the interrelated domains of
motivation and emotion, of effort and will, and of self-regulation and
self-consciousness. Specifically, the concepts of feedback and feedforward as they describe closed and open (helical) loop systems are useful
in the formulation of a testable model of this domain of inquiry in
precise, scientifically useful terms.
Control theory is no foreigner to biological and neurological explanation. The term reg.dation is as often used as the, term control, but
biological principlcs are almost universally regulatory principles-Le.,
principlcs invoking mechanisms of control. With regard to the issues
under consideration, homeostasis and ho~eorhesis are thoroughly
tested conceptions and biofeedback has become a household word. And
to view the nervous system as an information-processing mechanism I
is now standard practice among neurophysiologists.
The proposal derivcd directly fro~ Jamesian theory states simply
that emotion ~s essentially based on closed-loop feedbacks, while motivations go beyond these and "enter into practical relations" by way of
.information-processing, open-loop, feedforward mechanisms. The
maintenance of "practical relations" demands repeated changes (bias-,
ing) in the constraints (the feedbacks) operating on the system; thus .
voluntary effort is a necessary concomitant of open-loop processes.
The most generally known innovation in control theory has been
. ,the formal description of the concept of feedback (e.g., Miller, Galanter,
...,.<~ and Pribram, 1960), a circular process initiated by a test, a matching of
"- two settings. When there is mismatch, one "of the settings becomes
fixed, while the other triggers an operation which continues until a
match is produced. Thus a test-operate-:test-exit sequence, a TOTE,
characterizes the feedback: For example, if the setting of a thermostat
and that of room temperature are incongruent (mismatch) a furnace is
turned either on or off until congruence is established.
More recently another, equally useful conception-feedforward
ie.g., see MacKay, 1969; Mittelstaedt, 1968; Pribram, 1971)-has been
found important. In feedforward control, ~n operation procedes to a
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FICURE l1(A) Eyeball position control system: (open-loop, feed forward) and (8) limb
position control system: (dosed-loop, feedback). (Reprinted with permission from D. J.
McFarland, feedback Mechanisms in Animal Bel.avior. 0 Academic Press, 1971.)

predetennined end point. For example, in most apartments, the furnace
continues to operate for fixed periods, irrespective of local temperature
conditions.
The distinction between feedback and feedforward has been extremely useful in the analysis of engineering and biological systems,
which ordinarily are composed of complex combinations of feedback
and feedforward processes. Two types of combinations have been
extensively studied. In one, feedback processes become associated or
multiply linked with each oth~r, producing an extremely stable system
resistant to)change (Le., they exhibit equilibrium and inertia). An
engineering example of such a system is the multilinking of power
plants in the northeastern United States, which guards against frequent
local disruptions, though-it is vulnerable to occasional massive failure.
Biologically, physiological drive systems have been found to display
this type of organization. Thus food intake, muscular activity, temperature regulation, and water metabolism are interdependent regulillory
mechoinisms which, as a rule, operate to maintain basal temperature
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constant. The associative Bnks which make up this and similar systems
have been studied extensively (e.g., see review by Brobeck, 1963) and
their operating characteristics thoroughly analyzed (Ashby, 1960;.
Combination~ based primarily on feedfolward processes are ubiquitous; they constitute our computer technology. For the most part,
such combinations contain feedbacks as well. Diologically, combinations of feedforwards occur in parallel, processing signals simultaneously by virtue of overlapping neighborhood interactions, and constitute one class of cognitive processes (see Neisser, 1967; Eccles, 1967;
Pribram, 1971). When feedback loop!! are included, hierarchicai sequential arrangements called plans or programs are constituted (Miller,
Galanter, and Pribram, 1960). Parallel and hierarchical processing
mechanisms provide the foundations of contemporary cognitive
theory.
In biology, homeostatic processes, oscillating phenomena such as
biological rhythms and clocks, and load-adjusting mechanisms such as
those regulating muscular contraction have all been shown dependent
upon feedback organizr.tion (Pribram, 1971). The essential characteristic of such systems is that they depend upon a match between two
. settings. A mismatch produces an error signal which controls the
operation of the system until equilibrium-match-is reestablished.
This homeostatic conservation of equilibrium is akin to tbat described
by the first law of thermodynamics, which states that the conservation
of energy is maintained because change elicits an "equal and opposite
reaction." Energy concepts are therefore appropriate to a description
and an understanding of feedback organizations and, in fact, are regularly used, as for example in the description of the "effort" or "work"
involved in load~adjusting mechanisms.
Information concepts, by contrast, have often been linked· to the
second law, and in fact, information has ofte~ been termed (e.g., by
Brillouin, 1962) neg-entropy (see also von Foerster, 1965). Confusion
has arisen because there has been a tendency to label "error" (the
mismatch signal) information. But "error" has nothing in common with
this type of "information": The amount of information contained in a
message does not depend on the processing of its errors. Ashby (1963)
details the distiflction in terms of the constraints (Bmits on the
independence of the functioning parts) operating on the processing
system, the constraints on variety. Informatio.n is a measure of variety;
redundancy (repetition), a measure of constraints. (For a comprehen-
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sive discussion of the nature of constraint in physics and biology, see
Pattee, 1971). Information thus refers to the content of a communication, while redulldancy reflects the context or code in which infonnation is communicated. Feedback organizations constrain systems to .
equilibrium. Thus error becomes a tenn denoting redundancy or lack
thereof, not ·infonnation. When a long-distance conversation is interrupted by a periodic whoosh, the constraint (the context in which the
information is relayed) becomes disturbed-the conversation becomes
unintelligible and a mismatch is conveyed to the sender, who then
repeats the same information more slowly with greater emphasis and
perhaps several times, changing the structure of the constraints
operating during the conversation withQut altering its content (the
amount of information).
From this it follows that the invoking of biofeedback procedures
. accomplishes its purpose by providing an external bias on the internal
feedbacks that maintain the ordinary homeostases operating in the
system. The bias, maintained with effort, produces conscious voluntary
control on the system, which now is an infonnation-processing, feedforwa.d, open-loop, helical mechanism rather than just an unconscious
error-proces!!ing, feedback, closed-loop system.
III
The outline of a model for self-regulation and self-consciousness
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thus appears to be relatively easy to discern. Even the neural mechanisms involved are to some extent becoming known. With regard to the
effort involved in the coordination of internal control with eyternal
demand, the evidence of the critical role of hippocampal circuit has
been reviewed elsewhere (see Pribram, 1971, Chapter 15; Pribram and
McGuinness, 1975). With respect to the coordinations involved in the
maintenance of "practical relations" with the exciting event, the cerebellar circuit appears critical (Pribram, 1971, Chapter 13). ~oth hippocampal and cerebellar mechanisms, based 'on somewhat comparable
anatomical structure, can be thought to perform rapid calculations of
probable future states from extrapolations of present and immediately
past circumstances. The remainder of the system can thus change its
operations to achieve or preclude that particular estimated future state's
occurring. New calculations then take place and the process is repeated,
monitoring and extrapolating continuously the changes, or lack thereof~
which result.

B. Attention Span and Self-Consciousness

I
.~

While the proposal of a plausible model of self-regulation and selfconsciousness is thus feasible, understanding the genesis of self-consciousness poses greater difficulties. Two points are clear: A change
from feedback to feedforward organization effected through biofeedback procedures leads to conscious, voluntary ~ontrol; we exercise this,
control by "paying" attention. Thus the key to understanding the
genesis of self-consciousness is attention, and specifically the set of
problems psychologists deal with under the rubrics of attention span
and central capacity.
James, in discussing the span of attention~ reviewed (1950, Vol. I,
pp. 427-435) the reaction-time experiments of Wundt, Exner, and Munsterberg. He concluded that the results indicate that shorter times are
elicited by the following mechanis-,-""s:
(1) The accommodation or adjustment oC the sensory organs; and (2) The
anticipatory preparation from within oC the ideational centres concerned
with the object to which the attention is paid ..• The two processes oC
sensorial adjustment and ideational preparation probably coexist in all our
concrete attentive acts. (Vol. I. p. 434).

J\gain, attention consists of:
a collection of activities physiologically in no essential way diCCerent from
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the overt acts themselves. If we divIde aU possible physiological acts into
adjustments and executions, the nuclear sell would be the adjustments
\.ollectively considered. (Vol. I, p. 302)

We note here the recurring theme which differentiates "adjustments"
that end within the organism's body and "executions," which go
beyond into practical actions. Further, a ."nuclear self" can be ascertained by consideration ()f the collection of adjustments which shorten
reaction. time.
Today, reaction-time experiments have once more raised the issue
of attention span and its dependence on some sort of nuclear self or
competency to adjust central capacity. The issue is handled in the
Pribram-McGuinness review (1975) in tenns of control theoretic concepts and is worth· repeating here because of its relevance to the
problem of the mechanism which brings about self-consciousness.

C. Central Competency
In living systems, an arousing stimulus often increases the uncertainty of the organism by its novelty. This effect of input information is
contrary to that obtained in nonliving communication systems, where
information conveyed always reduces uncertainty. The difference between living and nonliving systems can be conceptualized in tenns of
the channel over which the communication takes place. In nonliving
communication systems the channel is akin to a sensorimotor channel
which is fixed in capacity and does not alter with the communication.
Living systems (and also computers) have the capability of memory,
which alters the competence with which they process information (Pribram, 1971, Chapters 14 and 16). This is produced by the alteration of
channel redundancy and superficially resembles a change in the number of channels with fixed capacity. The increase in competence is the
result of an increase in the complexity ·of the neuronal model, an
encoding process described as "chunking" the infonnation (Miller,
1956; Simon, 1974). This and similar mechanisms in human· information-processing effect a change in central processing very different from
that produced by a simple increase in the· number of fixed-capacity
channels available.
The evidence that infonnation-processing competency call be
changed in Jiving organisms comes from a variety or' problem-solving
situations. Kahneman (1973), in reviewing several such studies from
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'the psychophysiological literature, ~uggested that "arousal" is in fact an
indicator of a change in capacity-"the allocation of spare capacity"much as this is changed in nonliv~ng systems by an increase in the
number of channels available. He also goes on to equate "arousal" and
"ca'lacity" with "effort" and ";lItenlion" in a global(ashion. As noted,
however, emotional arousal is indicative of but one sort of attention,
and effort is involved only when the situation demands the regulation
of arousal and motivational readin~ss to produce a change ~n information-processing competency.
The way in which competency is controlledby brain systems in the
living primate is demonstrated by the finding that removal of the area
of the brain usua,lIy called sensory or posterior intrinsic or "association"
cortex reduces the sampling of novel alternatives. The opposite effect is
obtained when the lateral frontal cortex is resected. Removal of this
same frontal cortex leads to an increase in behavioral orienting and an
abolition of the viscerautonomic components of orienting. There thus
appear to be opposite effects (posterior and frontal) on the number of
alternatives sampled in a situation. This was interpreted to indicate a
dual control mechanism determining the ability to sample (Pribram,
1%m.
.
Supportive behavioral evidence came from an experiment by
BUller (1968, 1969), in which he investigated the number of features
usually attended by monkeys while discriminating between two cues.
He did this by eliminating each feature in tum in various combinations. He found that resection of the same brain region (the posterior
cortex) that produced a restriction in the number of alternatives
sampled also produced a restriction in the number of features used to
make the discrimination.
Electrophysiological evidence has been obtained that the posterior
and frontal cortex contribute opposing controls on sensory channels.
This evidence is based on changes produced ·in the recovery cycles of
the system (the speed with which the system recovers to its full capacity
after a sudden, intense stimulus) and the alterations produced in the
shape of visual receptive fields (Spine!1i and Pribram, 1966, 1967).
These changes in sensory channels were, however, IIot attributed
to a simple change in the nllll/ber of channels of fixed capacity, as the
effects C;lf surgical resection have shown that as little as a few percent of
an anatomically defined sensory channel is sufficient for ordinary discrimination learning, performance, and transfer (Lashley, 1929; Galam-
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bos, Norton, and Frommer, 1967; Chow, 1970). The remainder of any
input channel appears to be redundant, spare channel capacity, under
most circumstances. The results on the control of input channels by
posterior and frontal cortex were therefore interpreted (Pribram, 1967c)
as influencing redundancy, lIot sensory capacity in the usual information.
theoretic sense. Specifically, it was suggested that the input systems
acted as channels in which spatial and temporal multiplexing could
occur, a suggestion similar to that put forward by Lindsay (1970).
On the basis of the data reviewed above, Kahneman's (1973) concept that arousal involves an increase in the number of sensory chan. nels available can be generalized to include constraints involving the
redundancy characteristics (the competency) of that capacity. Kahneman's discussion approached such a generalization when he spoke of
changes in "structural connections between components." In technical
language, suc~ changes in competency would be reflected In changes in
the equivocation of the channel (defined as the sum of noise and
redundancy). Competency is the reciprocal of equivocation. Effort can·
then be defined as the measure of the attention "paid" to increase.
or maintain efficiency by· reducing equivocation, I.e., enhancing'
competency.

D. External Versus Internal Constraint
Gamer (1962) in his analysis of the structure of redundancy has
shown that the total amount of constraint operating in any system of
variables can be divided into internal and external components. Internal
constraints refer to the relationships among the system of variables
under consideration, while external constrain.ls refer to the relationship
between these variables and some external referent system of variables.
In our neurophysiological experiments we considered the constraints
that describe the central operation of the channel as internal and the
constraints that refer to operations on the environmental situation
which control its sensory input as external. In addition, it was found
important to distinguish between temporal (repetition of the use of the
channel or variable over time) and spatial (replication of the variable·
over space) redundancy for each of Gamer's categories.
Specifically, it was suggested (Pribram, 1967c) that when the (rontal system becomes involved in the orienting reaction, the internal
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redundancy in the input channel is increased so that all of the information being simultaneously processed becomes "chunked" into one unit.
By contrast, when the posterior cortex becomes involved in tht: attentional process, internal redundancy in the input channels is decreased,
separating the bits of information in each channel from each other. This
is concomitant with enhancement of external redundancy, which according to Garner's findings enhance's the ability to make discriminations, i.e., to categorize input.
In short, the controls on emotion and motivation operate on the
mechanisms of 'redundancy, on the cons\raints operating within and
between channels, rather than on the "information" being processed.
These constraints involve a neuronal model and may be conceived of
as operating on mcmonj rather than on input information. Another
way of stating this is to say that the controls operate on the representational context in which the informational content is processed.
A good deal of additional evid~nce can be cited to show that
competency rather than sensory channel capacity per se is controlled by
the attentional systems discussed here. For instance, the studies of
I
. Anderson and Fitts (1958) cited by Gamer (1962) show that as much as
17 bits of sensory information can be simultaneously processed. The
work of Lindsay (1970), which demonstrated the relationship between
sensory discriminability (difficulty in distinguishing between inputs)
. and central processing competency, has already been mentioned. Pribram, Lim, Poppen, and Bagshaw (1966) and Mishkin and Pribram
(1955), using various forms of the delayed alternation tasks, attributed.
the differential' effects obtained after resections of two reciprocal
frontoamygdala systems as due to selective alterations in the structure
of internal redundancy (spatial and temporal, respectively) of the re~ maining processing competency. Further, Pribram and Tubbs (1967)
....:.... have shown that when the delayed alternation task, the nemesis of
monkeys with frontal-lobe resections~ is externally parsed or chunked
as a result of making the intertrial intervals asymmetric, the deficit is
completely ove~come. Similarly Wilson (1968) analyzed the trade-off
between tasks involving external temporal and spatial redundancy in
reciprocal mechanisms (anterior and posterior inferotemporal cortex)
which have bee!, delineated within the posterior system.
Thus, both Kahneman's (1973, pp. 8, 9, IS) and this analysis
. attribute the control of attention to alternations in information-processing channel~, not the direct control on information and uncertainty
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per se. We differ in that Kahneman focused on the problem of
increasing the number of channels of fixed capacity-the "allocation of
spare capacity"-while this analysis emphasizes the broader issue of
competency, defined by any constraints op~rating on the structure of
channel .redundancy. We also differ in separating readiness from
arousal and in that we do not identify attention, arousal, readiness,
and effort as different names for the same process. Final1y, the model
put forward here specifies that effort accompanies only those atten~ .
tional processes which result in a change in the representational
organization of the information-processing mechanism. Part of the
mechanism detailing how and when effort is expended during attention has been revealed by studies measuring peripheral autonomic
and somatic changes.
A way to picture this somewhat technical account of the model is as
follows. Most psychologists today view the limitation on central processing to be due to a fixed frame (Le., "frames of consciousness"),
which limits the momentary capacity of a channel, much as does the
exoskeleton of a crustacean. The model proposed here is that the limits,
(the constraints) are not exoskeletal but endoskeletal-they operate by
virtue of the internal structure of the channel, not by some outer shell,
or "frame," that encases it. Further, the evidence from brain research as
well as from behavioral research indicates that the internal skeleton is
flexible: It can be reorganized into a variety of configurations. Organization involves "paying" attention and comes about in two ways:
through purely mnemonic internal emotional "adjustments" (control of
internal redundancy) or through the motivational "execution of practical relations" with external events (control of external redundancy).
A good deal remains to be explained. Do these observations dealing with overall central capacity a~d competency also apply to how the
attentional mechanism becomes intentional? That is, what brain processes allow the act and actor, percept and perceiver, to be simultaneously attended? Does self-consciousness accrue simply as a dividend
from the fact that central competence as a whole fluctuates around the
"magical number 7" (Miller, 1956), or is a higher-order constraint
necessary to its genesis? Is, as suggested here, the change from a
homeostatic, error-processing feedback mechanism to the parallel
processing of information in an open-loop mechanism sufficient
explanation, or is the change from a holonomically constrained sy'stem
(described by integrable differential equations) to a nonholonomic
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system the essential developmenn What role do the limbic forebrain
structures (involved in psychomotor seizures) have in making parallel
or nonholonomic processes possibl.e? And are either parallel or nonholonomic attentional mechanisms the essel1ce of such typically human
information-processing abilities as practical skills and linguistic communication and the memol)' mechanisms associated with such abilities?
This is as far as the outlines ot the model can take us today. Further
ncuropsycholog~cal and neurophysiological research and even more
precise formulation of the brain mechan"isms of intentionality, attention, emotion, and motivation in tenns of control theol)' are needed.
Out such formulations need not begin de "ovo. A beginning was made
by WiUiam James, as we have seen. In discussing certain· clinical
observations, he clearly foreshadowed the endoskeletal model of competency developed here and its relationship to self-consciousness:
If we speculate on the brain-condillon during 1111 these different pelVersions
of personality, we see that it must be supposed. capable of successively
changing all modes of action, and abandoning the use for the time being of
whole sets of well organized association-paths. In no other way can we
explain the loss of memory in passing from one alternating condillon' to
another. And not only .this, but we must admit that organized systems of
paths can be thrown out of gear wit" others, so that the processes in one
system give rise to one consciousness, and those of another system to
anolher simu/lanc:olls/y existing consciousness. Thus only can we understand
the facts of automatic wrillng, etc., whilst the patient is out of trance, and
the false anaesthesias and amnesias of the hysteric type ... Each of the
selves is due to a system of cerebral paths acting by itself. If the brain acted'
normally, and the dissociated systems came together again, we should get a
new affe..tion of consciousness in the form of a third "Self" different from
the other two, bUI knowing their objects together, as the result .•.
Some peculiarities in the lower automatic performances suggest that
the systems thrown out of gear with each other are contained one in the
right and the other in the left hemisphere. The subjects, e.g., often write
b.lckwards, or they transpose lellers, or they write mirror-script. All these
are symptoms of agraphic disease. The left hand, if left to Its natura"
impulse, will in most people write mirror-script more easily than natural
script ... On Ilughlings Jackson's principles, the left hemisphere, being
the more evolved organ, at ordinary limes inhibits the activity of the right
one; but Mr; Myers suggests that during the automatic performances the
usual inhibition may be removed and the right hemisphere set free to act by
itself. This is very likely to some extent to be the case. Hut the crude
eJlplanillion of "two" selves by "two" hemisphl!re~ is of course far from Mr.
Myers thought. The selves may be more than two, and II,e braill systems
srl'er,/lly.,sr,1 for eaclr "'list be cOllceived as inierp.elldralillS eacl. ol/rer in very
",in,,'( ways. (Italics mint·) (1950. Vol. I, pp. 399-4(0)
.
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